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Abstract 

 
In the last years, On-line Social Networks (OSNs) have become a popular interactive medium to communicate, share and spread 

a certain amount of humanlife intelligence. Daily and continuous communication implies the exchange of differenttypes of 

content like image,Text,Audio and videos data.. A main part of social network contentis constituted by short text, an abservable 

example are the messagesinvariably written byOSN users on particular public/private areas, called in general walls.This paper 

proposes a system enforcing content-based message filtering conceived as a key service for On-line Social Networks (OSNs). 

The systemallows OSN users to have a direct control on the messages posted on their walls.This is achieved through a soft rule 

based system, that allows a user to personalise the filtering criteria to be applied to their walls, and a Machine Learningbased  

classifier automatically producing membership labels in support ofcontent-based filtering. 

 

I: Objective  

The aim of the present work is therefore to propose and experimentally evaluate an automated system, called 

Filtered Wall able to filter unwanted messages from OSN user walls. We exploit Machine Learning text 

categorization approaches to automatically assign with each short text message a set of categories based on its 

content. 

 

II: Existing system 

� In OSNs, information filtering can also be used for a different, more perceptive, purpose. This is due to the 

fact that in OSNs there is the possibility of posting or commenting other posts on particular private-public 

areas, called in general walls. 

� Information filtering can therefore be used to give users the ability to automatically control the messages 

written on their own Timelines, by filtering out unwanted messages. We feel that this is an important OSN 

service that has not been provided so far . Indeed, today Social networking sites provide very little support 

to prevent unwanted messages on user walls. For example, Facebook allows users to represent who is 

allowed to insert messages in their walls (i.e., friends, friends of friends, or some groups of friends). 

� However, no content-based preferences are supported and therefore it is not possible to avoid unwanted 

messages, such as vulgar  or political ones, no matter which user posts .This service providence is not only 

a matter of using previously defined web content mining approaches or techniques for a different 
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application, it only requires to design ad hoc classification approach. This is because messages are 

composed by short text for which traditional classification methods(Naïve Bayesian ,Support Vector, 

Boosting Based) have serious limitations since short texts do not provide sufficient word occurrences. 

Disadvantages: 

� Boosting based classifier, Neural networks are not efficient in text filtering. 
 

� Existing Filtering rules are not fit  to the social networks. 
 

� Difficulties in  defining the robust features essentially due to the fact that the description of the short text is 
concise, with many misspellings, nonstandard terms, and noise. 

 
� Quality of text classification is not efficient in previous access control models such as topology based 

access control,etc. 
 
 

III: Proposed system 
 

� The aim of the present work is therefore to propose and experimentally evaluate an automated system, 

called Filtered Wall (FW), able to filter unwanted messages from OSN user walls. We exploit Machine 

Learning (ML) text categorization techniques to automatically assign with each short text message a set of 

categories based on its content. 

� In particular, we base the overall short text classification strategy on Radial Basis Function Networks 

(RBFN) for their proven capabilities in acting as soft classifiers, in preventing noisy data and intrinsically 

ambiguous classes. And also, the speed in performing the learning phase creates the premise for an 

adequate use in online social network domains, and also facilitates the experimental evaluation tasks. 

� We provide a hierarchical two level classification strategy. In the initial level,  RBFN categorizes short 

messages as Neutral and Non neutral .Besides classification facilities, the system provides a capable  rule 

layer exploiting a flexible language to specify Filtering Rules (FRs), by which users can state what contents 

should not be displayed on their walls. 

� In addition, the system  provides the support for user-defined Black Lists (BLs), that is, lists of users that 

are temporarily prevented to post any kind of messages on a user wall. To the best of our knowledge, this is 

the first proposal of a system to automatically filter unwanted messages from OSN user walls on the basis 

of both message content and the message creator relationships and characteristics. 

 

Advantages 
 

� Different significs for filtering rules to better fit the considered domain, an online setup assistant (OSA) to 
help users in FR specification, the extension of the set of features considered in the classification process, a 
more deep performance evaluation study and an update of the prototype implementation to reflect the 
changes made to the classification techniques. 

� However, our filtering policy language extends the languages proposed for access control policy 
specification in OSNs to cope with the extended requirements of the filtering domain.  

� Short text classification based on Machine Learning is efficient in social networks.Our techniques used 
well on large documents and complexes data. 
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� Deep evaluation on the users profile and attributes. Text Feature are classified into several types. 

 

IV: Architecture  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V: Algorithm Explanation 

We address short text categorization(Machine Learning)as a hierarchical twolevel classification process. A ML-

based text classifier extracts metadata from the content of the message. The first-level classifier performs binary 

hard categorization that labels messages as Neutral and Non-natural. The first-level filtering task facilitates the 

subsequent second-level task in which a finer-grained classification is performed. The second-level classifier 

performs soft-partition of  Non-natural messages assigning given message a gradual membership to each of the 

nonneutral classes. Among the variety of multiclass MLmodels well suited for text classification, we choose the 

RBFN model  for the experimented competitive behavior with respect to other state-of-the-art classifiers. Filtered 

Wall uses metadata provided by the classifier, together with data extracted from the social graph and users ‘profiles, 

to prosecute the filtering and BL rules. 

 

VI: Modules  

� User Registration  and Posting Messages on User Wall. 

� Content Based Message Filtering in Filtered Wall. 

� Analyzing the message by experts. 

� Applying Filtering Rules and prevent Unwanted messages. 
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1: User Registration and Posting Messages on User Wall. 

Users of the social network give their profile details to the network at the creation time. So every user give their 

name, gender, profession, mobile number etc. In our system we maintained the user’s profile details in our database. 

After registration process user connect with their friends by friend request. Some User may want to post Unwanted 

messages on another user’s wall. 

 

2:Content Based Message Filtering in Filtered Wall 

We designed the Filtered wall in our system to filtering the unwanted messages. Machine Learning is the text 

classifier which is used to classify the messages and short texts posted by users. Documents processed in content-

based filtering are mostly textual in nature and this makes content-based filtering close to text classification. 

Machine learning technique classify the message into neutral and non-neutral. After that non-neutral messages are 

further divided into several classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

3: Analyzing the message by expert 
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To analyze the results of the Machine Learning technique, the messages are evaluated by our experts. Our experts  

evaluate the non-neutral messages under Violence, politics, offensive, hate,  sexual harassment categories. Issues 

regarding the consistency between the opinions of experts are considered. Bag of Words, contextual features yield 

good performance in text categorization. We consider the experts overall accuracy and consistency in analyzing 

messages and stored the results. 

 

 

 

 

4: Applying Filtering Rules and prevent unwanted messages. 

User’s each and every details are stored in their profile database. Before posting the message filtering rules checking 

the relation between the message creator and receiver and also the profile creation date etc. Some users are 

temporary blacklist because of their activities. With the Machine learning output and experts analyzing results 

regarding to a user’s unwanted message, the message will be blocked and display the results in the message creator 

wall. So in our system with the content based message filtering by Machine Learning and profile checking process 

we prevent unwanted messages in a social network. 

 

 

VII: Future Work 
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As future work, we intend to exploit similar techniques to infer BL rules and FRs. Additionally, we plan to study 

strategies and techniques limiting the inferences that a user can do on the enforced filtering rules with the aim of 

bypassing the filtering system, such as for instance randomly notifying a message that should instead be blocked, or 

detecting modifications to profile attributes that have been made for the only purpose of defeating the filtering 

system. In future work, we plan to address this problem by investigating the use of online learning paradigms able to 

include label feedbacks from users. Additionally, we plan to enhance our system with a more sophisticated approach 

to decide when a user should be inserted into a BL. 

 

VIII: Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented a system to filter undesired messages from OSN walls. The system exploits a ML 

soft classifier to enforce customizable content-dependent FRs Moreover, the flexibility of the system in terms of 

filtering options is enhanced through the management of blocked lists. This work is the first step of a wider project. 

The early encouraging results we have obtained on the classification procedure prompt us to continue with other 

work that willaim to improve the quality of classification. 
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